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(54) APPARATUS COMPRISING AT LEAST ONE THZ DEVICE AND METHOD OF OPERATING SUCH 
APPARATUS

(57) Apparatus comprising at least one Terahertz,
THz, device (110, 110a) configured to transmit and/or
receive THz radiation (TR) to and/or from a measuring
object 10, said apparatus being configured to provide a
flow of protective gas (PG) in at least one portion of a
beam path (BP) of said THz radiation (TR).
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The disclosure relates to an apparatus compris-
ing at least one Terahertz, THz, device configured to
transmit and/or receive THz radiation.
[0002] The disclosure further relates to a method of
operating an apparatus comprising at least one Tera-
hertz, THz, device configured to transmit and/or receive
THz radiation.

Summary

[0003] Preferred embodiments relate to an apparatus
comprising at least one THz device configured to transmit
and/or receive THz radiation, said apparatus being con-
figured to provide a flow of protective gas in at least one
portion of a beam path of said THz radiation. This advan-
tageously enables to control the local environmental con-
ditions that may affect propagation of said THz radiation
thus enabling an increased precision for measurements
using said THz radiation.
[0004] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one THz device comprises at least one of:
a) a THz transmitter configured to transmit THz radiation,
b) a THz receiver configured to receive THz radiation, c)
a THz transceiver configured to transmit and to receive
THz radiation. According to further preferred embodi-
ments, more than one THz transmitter and/or more than
one THz receiver and/or more than one THz transceiver
may also be provided.
[0005] According to further preferred embodiments
said THz radiation comprises at least one frequency com-
ponent in the range of 0.3 THz and 100 THz, preferably
in the range of 0.5 THz and 10 THz, more preferably in
the range of 3.0 THz to 10 THz.
[0006] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas comprises, or preferably is, at least
one of: a) dry air, b) dry gas, c) dry gas mixture.
[0007] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas comprises at least one gas which
does not comprise an absorption line in a frequency
range of said THz radiation.
[0008] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas effects an attenuation of said THz
radiation along said beam path of 0,1 dB or less, prefer-
ably for any frequency of said THz radiation.
[0009] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas comprises a dew-point temperature
of - 20 degrees Celsius (°C) or less, preferably of - 30 °C
or less, further preferably of - 40 °C or less.
[0010] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises at least one protective
gas supply device configured to provide said flow of pro-
tective gas.
[0011] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises at least one pressure

controller for influencing, particularly controlling, a pres-
sure of said flow of protective gas. According to further
preferred embodiments, said influencing, particularly
controlling, said pressure of said flow of protective gas
may comprise an open-loop or a closed-loop control. Ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, reference
measurements using said THz radiation may be made,
and at least one parameter characterizing fluid flow prop-
erties of a region of said beam path of said THz radiation
may be determined. Based on said at least one param-
eter, e.g. the pressure of said flow of protective gas may
be controlled in a closed-loop control. This way, the pres-
sure of said flow of protective gas may be optimized re-
garding a precision of said THz measurements, e.g. at-
taining a laminar or even homogenous flow of said pro-
tective gas in at least a portion of said beam path of said
THz radiation.
[0012] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises at least one flow regulator for
influencing, particularly controlling, a volume flow of said
(flow of) protective gas. According to further preferred
embodiments, said influencing, particularly controlling,
said volume flow of said flow of protective gas may com-
prise an open-loop or a closed-loop control. According
to further preferred embodiments, reference measure-
ments using said THz radiation may be made, and at
least one parameter characterizing fluid flow properties
of a region of said beam path of said THz radiation may
be determined. Based on said at least one parameter,
e.g. the volume flow of said protective gas may be con-
trolled in a closed-loop control. This way, the volume flow
of said flow of protective gas may be optimized regarding
a precision of said THz measurements, e.g. attaining a
laminar or even homogenous flow of said protective gas
in at least a portion of said beam path of said THz radi-
ation.
[0013] According to further preferred embodiments,
said (optional) pressure controller may also form part of
the protective gas supply device and/or may be connect-
ed in series thereto, e.g. to an output (or, according to
further embodiments, to an input) of said protective gas
supply device.
[0014] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises at least one nozzle,
wherein preferably said at least one nozzle is configured
and/or arranged so as to direct said flow of protective
gas, or at least a portion of said flow, to said at least one
portion of said beam path of said THz radiation, wherein
preferably said at least one nozzle is a free jet nozzle.
This enables to provide the region comprising said beam
path of said THz radiation with a precisely controllable
flow of protective gas. According to further preferred em-
bodiments, said flow may comprise a laminar flow, pref-
erably a homogenous flow. According to further preferred
embodiments, said at least one nozzle may form part of
said at least one protective gas supply device.
[0015] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one nozzle is arranged parallel with respect
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to said beam path of said THz radiation or a reference
axis of said at least one THz device. In other words, ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, a reference
axis of said nozzle along which the protective gas is out-
put by said nozzle may be parallel with respect to said
beam path of said THz radiation or a reference axis of
said at least one THz device.
[0016] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one nozzle is arranged coaxially with respect
to said beam path of said THz radiation or a reference
axis of said at least one THz device, preferably such that
said nozzle coaxially surrounds said beam path of said
THz radiation. This enables to precisely "embed" said
THz radiation in the flow of protective gas as provided
by said at least one nozzle, thus further reducing adverse
effects on said THz radiation due to undesired absorption
by a surrounding fluid (e.g., atmospheric air) and/or in-
homogeneities of a flow velocity and/or a turbulent flow,
e.g. in radially outer regions of said flow of protective gas,
thus further increasing precision.
[0017] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one nozzle (e.g., a reference axis of said at
least one nozzle) is arranged at an acute angle with re-
spect to said beam path of said THz radiation or a refer-
ence axis of said at least one THz device, wherein pref-
erably said acute angle ranges between 0 degrees and
30 degrees, preferably between 0 and 20 degrees.
[0018] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises an inlet port for receiv-
ing protective gas from an external supply. According to
further preferred embodiments, said inlet port may form
part of said at least one protective gas supply device
[0019] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises a, preferably local, sup-
ply for said protective gas, wherein said, preferably local,
supply is preferably attached to and/or integrated into at
least one other component of said apparatus. According
to further preferred embodiments, said, preferably local,
supply may form part of said at least one protective gas
supply device.
[0020] According to further preferred embodiments,
said external supply and/or said, preferably local, supply
comprises at least one of: a) a protective gas tank for at
least temporarily storing said protective gas, b) a protec-
tive gas generator configured to generate said protective
gas, wherein preferably said protective gas generator is
configured to receive atmospheric air and to convert said
atmospheric air into said protective gas, preferably into
dry air.
[0021] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus is configured to provide one or more gas
jets of said protective gas, wherein preferably said one
or more gas jets contribute to or constitute said flow. Ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, at least one
nozzle may be provided, wherein said at least one nozzle
may be configured to provide said one or more gas jets
of said protective gas
[0022] According to further preferred embodiments,

said flow and/or at least one of said gas jets comprises
and/or is a free jet. This enables particularly large nominal
working distances for said apparatus, because the THz
radiation may efficiently be "shielded" from atmospheric
air (and/or other surrounding fluids that may affect a prop-
agation of THz radiation) by said free jet(s) of protective
gas. Particularly, this way, no housing or any other solid
body or device for guiding said flow and/or gas jets (apart
from e.g. the nozzle) is required to be placed between
the apparatus and a measuring object that interacts with
said THz radiation. According to further preferred em-
bodiments, a potential core length of said free jet is equal
to or larger than about 2 cm, preferably 4 cm.
[0023] According to further preferred embodiments,
said flow and/or said at least one of said gas jets com-
prises a direction a) parallel to said beam path of said
THz radiation (e.g., besides said beam path of said THz
radiation or axially surrounding said beam path of said
THz radiation) or b) at least substantially parallel to said
beam path of said THz radiation, e.g. including a non-
vanishing acute angle with said beam path of said THz
radiation, wherein said nonvanishing acute angle is pref-
erably less than 20 degrees, more preferably less than
10 degrees.
[0024] According to further preferred embodiments, a
nominal working distance between said at least one THz
device and a measuring object interacting with said THz
radiation transmitted from and/or received by said at least
one THz device is equal to or greater than 4 centimeter,
cm, preferably equal to or greater than 10 cm. Advanta-
geously, no device for guiding a flow of said protective
gas or any other device is required to be arranged be-
tween said apparatus and said measuring object, as the
flow of protective gas, preferably comprising one or more
free jets, is sufficient for establishing a controlled local
atmosphere of protective gas in the region of the beam
path of the THz radiation. This facilitates handling, as
e.g. no housing or the like is required between the appa-
ratus and the measuring object. Particularly, when using
the principle according to preferred embodiments, and
in contrast to conventional approaches, the measuring
object is not required to be placed within an own housing
for THz measurements. Rather, the protective gas flow,
preferably free jet, according to preferred embodiments
may be considered to shield the THz beam path from
adverse environmental effects such as humidity that may
cause undesired absorption of THz radiation which would
reduce measurement precision.
[0025] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises a first nozzle (e.g., a free jet
nozzle), which is configured to provide a first jet, prefer-
ably a free jet, of said protective gas, preferably to said
at least one portion of said beam path of said THz radi-
ation, and wherein said apparatus further comprises a
second nozzle, which is a ring nozzle arranged coaxially
around said first nozzle, wherein preferably said second
nozzle is configured to provide a second jet, which pref-
erably, particularly at least partly, coaxially surrounds
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said first jet, wherein preferably said second jet is a
sheath flow. Advantageously, said sheath flow may ex-
tend radially outside of said first jet, e.g. free jet, provided
by said first nozzle, thus protecting said first jet, e.g. free
jet, provided by said first nozzle from interaction with the
surrounding medium, e.g. fluid, such as atmospheric air.
Moreover, the sheath flow prevents the creation of tur-
bulent flows at a radially outer section of said first jet, e.g.
free jet, provided by said first nozzle. Rather, at first, tur-
bulent flows may occur at an interface between a radially
outer side of said sheath flow and the surrounding me-
dium, which does not affect the THz beam path lying
inside the first jet. Only after the sheath flow is dissipated,
e.g. due to creation of turbulent flows at the interface
between the radially outer side of said sheath flow and
the surrounding medium, turbulent flows may occur at a
radially outer side of the inner first jet. This configuration
enables to further increase the nominal wording distance
between said at least one THz device and a measuring
object, as the radially outer sheath flow effectively pro-
tects the radially inner first jet, e.g. free jet.
[0026] According to further preferred embodiments,
said second jet (i.e., the sheath flow), may comprise am-
bient air or said protective gas. As the fluid of the (radially
outer) second jet usually does not (or at least not sub-
stantially) interact with the, preferably radially inner, THz
beam path, the second jet may comprise ambient air.
However, for further increasing precision and a nominal
working distance, according to further embodiments,
said protective gas may also be used for said second jet,
i.e. the sheath flow.
[0027] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises a housing, wherein said at
least one THz device is arranged in an interior of said
housing, wherein preferably also at least one component
of said protective gas supply device is arranged within
and/or constituted by said interior of said housing.
[0028] According to further preferred embodiments,
said inlet port is arranged at and/or integrated into said
housing, wherein said at least one nozzle is arranged at
and/or integrated into said housing, and wherein a fluid
communication between said inlet port and said at least
one nozzle is enabled via an interior of the housing. In
other words, at least a part of the housing of the apparatus
operates as a conduit for guiding said protective gas from
the inlet port to said at least one nozzle. This has the
further advantage that said one or more THz devices
arranged within said housing are also at least partly sur-
rounded with said protective gas.
[0029] According to further preferred embodiments,
the inlet port may also be arranged close to or directly at
said nozzle, to directly supply said nozzle with said pro-
tective gas.
[0030] According to further preferred embodiments,
said housing comprises an opening for passing through
said THz radiation, wherein said at least one nozzle is
arranged in and/or at and/or around said opening.
[0031] According to further preferred embodiments,

said housing comprises an opening for passing through
said THz radiation, wherein said at least one nozzle forms
said opening. In other words, according to some embod-
iments, said at least one nozzle may comprise an opening
for providing said flow of protective gas to e.g. the exterior
of the housing, particularly to a region of said beam path
of said THz radiation, wherein said opening of said nozzle
at the same time operates as a window enabling said
THz radiation to be transmitted from the interior of the
housing to an exterior of the housing, e.g. towards a
measuring object and/or vice versa, e.g. to enable a THz
receiver or transceiver arranged within said housing to
receive THz radiation from the exterior of the housing. In
other words, according to some embodiments, said at
least one nozzle may comprise a first, fluidic, function to
provide said flow of protective gas, and additionally a
second function to operate as a window enabling trans-
mission and/or reception of said THz radiation.
[0032] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises at least one lid for, particularly
selectively, opening and/or closing, preferably sealingly,
particularly hermetically (gastight) sealingly, closing, said
opening, wherein preferably said lid is, particularly rotat-
ably, attached to at least one of: the housing, the nozzle.
According to further preferred embodiments, the opening
and/or closing may e.g. be performed depending on an
operational state of said apparatus. E.g., for an activated
state, e.g. usable form performing measurements using
said THz radiation, said lid may - at least temporarily -
be opened, and for a deactivated state, said lid may be
closed.
[0033] According to further preferred embodiments, an
actuator may be provided to drive movement of said lid,
i.e. for opening said lid and/or closing said lid. In the
closed state, the lid prevents e.g. particles to enter the
interior of the housing, while in the opened state, the lid
enables transmission and/or reception of THz radiation,
as well as e.g. (optionally) a flow of protective gas through
said opening. If, according to further preferred embodi-
ments, a flow of protective gas is provided through said
opening in the opened state of the lid, particles are pre-
vented from entering the interior of the housing by means
of said protective gas flow.
[0034] According to further preferred embodiments, a
window is provided in said opening, wherein said window
is preferably sealingly, particularly hermetically (gastight)
sealingly, covering and/or closing said opening, wherein
said window is transparent (i.e., comprises a predeter-
mined maximum attenuation) to said THz radiation in or-
der not to impede THz measurements. According to fur-
ther embodiments, said at least one nozzle may be pro-
vided around said opening having said window, e.g. be-
ing attached to an outer surface of the housing, and said
at least one nozzle may comprise an inlet port for receiv-
ing the protective gas. Particularly, in these embodi-
ments, the inlet port is outside the housing of the appa-
ratus (in which e.g. said at least one THz device may be
arranged), so that the interior of the housing is not pro-
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vided with "fresh" protective gas when said at least one
nozzle is supplied with said protective gas to provide said
flow of protective gas to the beam path of the THz radi-
ation. According to further embodiments, the housing
may be hermetically sealed, and the interior may be filled
with protective gas prior to sealing, e.g. during manufac-
turing of said housing.
[0035] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises a positioning system,
particularly a robot. As an example, according to further
preferred embodiments, the housing may comprise one
or more THz devices as explained above, thus forming
a THz measuring head, which THz measuring head may
be attached to said robot, so that THz measurements
may efficiently be made for a wide variety of measuring
objects. As an example, the apparatus and/or the THz
measuring head may be used for THz measurements in
in-line configurations of a manufacturing plant.
[0036] Further preferred embodiments relate to a
measuring system comprising at least one apparatus ac-
cording to the embodiments and at least one measuring
object, wherein preferably said apparatus and said at
least one measuring object are spaced apart from each
other by a measuring distance of at least 2 centimeters,
preferably of at least 5 centimeters, wherein preferably
a spatial region between said apparatus and said meas-
uring object is exposed to the surroundings (i.e. not cov-
ered by a housing or the like), wherein preferably no body,
preferably no solid body, (or any other material apart from
said flow of protective gas (and/or an optional sheath
flow)) is arranged between said apparatus and said
measuring object.
[0037] Further preferred embodiments relate to a
method of operating an apparatus comprising at least
one THz device, wherein said at least one THz device is
configured to transmit and/or receive THz radiation,
wherein said apparatus provides a flow of protective gas
in at least one portion of a beam path of said THz radia-
tion.
[0038] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises at least one nozzle,
wherein preferably said at least one nozzle directs said
flow of protective gas, or at least a portion of said flow,
to said at least one portion of said beam path of said THz
radiation, wherein preferably said at least one nozzle is
a free jet nozzle.
[0039] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus further comprises an inlet port for protec-
tive gas, and said apparatus receives said protective gas
via said inlet port from an external supply.
[0040] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises a, preferably local, supply for
said protective gas, wherein said supply is preferably at-
tached to and/or integrated to at least one other compo-
nent of said apparatus, and supplies e.g. said at least
one nozzle with said protective gas from said preferably
local supply.
[0041] According to further preferred embodiments,

said apparatus provides one or more gas jets of said
protective gas, wherein preferably said one or more gas
jets contribute to or constitute said flow, wherein prefer-
ably said flow and/or at least one of said gas jets com-
prises and/or is a free jet.
[0042] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus provides said flow and/or said at least
one of said gas jets comprises a direction a) parallel to
said beam path of said THz radiation or b) at least sub-
stantially parallel to said beam path of said THz radiation.
[0043] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus performs measurements using said THz
radiation using a nominal working distance between said
at least one THz device and a measuring object interact-
ing with said THz radiation transmitted from and/or re-
ceived by said at least one THz device equal to or greater
than 4 centimeter, cm, preferably equal to or greater than
10 cm.
[0044] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises a first nozzle and provides, by
means of said fist nozzle, a first jet, preferably a free jet,
of said protective gas, preferably to said at least one por-
tion of said beam path of said THz radiation, wherein said
apparatus further comprises a second nozzle, which is
a ring nozzle arranged coaxially around said first nozzle,
wherein preferably said apparatus provides a second jet
by means of said second nozzle, which preferably, par-
ticularly at least partly, coaxially surrounds said first jet,
wherein preferably said second jet is a sheath flow.
[0045] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus comprises a housing, wherein said at
least one THz device is arranged in an interior of said
housing, wherein preferably also at least one component
of said protective gas supply device is arranged within
and/or constituted by said interior of said housing. Ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, said inlet port
is arranged at and/or integrated into said housing, where-
in said at least one nozzle is arranged at and/or integrated
into said housing, and wherein an interior of said housing
enables a fluid communication between said inlet port
and said at least one nozzle. According to further pre-
ferred embodiments, two or more nozzles may be pro-
vided (e.g., a first nozzle providing a radially inner free
jet and a second nozzle providing a radially outer sheath
flow coaxially surrounding said radially inner free jet),
wherein said interior of said housing enables a fluid com-
munication between said inlet port and said first nozzle
and said second nozzle.
[0046] According to further preferred embodiments,
said housing comprises an opening for passing through
said THz radiation, wherein a) said at least one nozzle
is arranged in and/or at and/or around said opening
and/or b) forms said opening. According to further pre-
ferred embodiments, said apparatus comprises at least
one lid and, particularly selectively, opens and/or closes,
preferably sealingly, particularly hermetically sealingly,
closes, said opening, wherein preferably said lid is, par-
ticularly rotatably, attached to at least one of: the housing,
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the nozzle.
[0047] Apparatus according to at least one of the pre-
ceding claims, further comprising a positioning system,
particularly a robot, wherein said positioning system po-
sitions said at least one THz device and/or said housing,
particularly relative to a measuring object.
[0048] Further preferred embodiments relate to a
method of operating a measuring system comprising at
least one apparatus according to at least one of the pre-
ceding claims and at least one measuring object, wherein
preferably said apparatus and said at least one measur-
ing object are spaced apart from each other by a meas-
uring distance of at least 2 centimeters, preferably of at
least 5 centimeters, wherein preferably no body, prefer-
ably no solid body, is arranged between said apparatus
and said measuring object.
[0049] Further preferred embodiments relate to a com-
puter program comprising instructions which, when the
program is executed by a computer, cause the computer
to carry out the method according to according to the
embodiments.
[0050] Further preferred embodiments relate to a com-
puter-readable storage medium comprising instructions
which, when executed by a computer, cause the compu-
ter to carry out the method according to the embodiments.
[0051] Further preferred embodiments relate to a data
carrier signal carrying the computer program according
to the embodiments.
[0052] Further preferred embodiments relate to a use
of the apparatus according to the embodiments and/or
the method according to the embodiments for performing
measurements based on said THz radiation, wherein
preferably a nominal working distance between the ap-
paratus and/or at least one component of the apparatus
is greater than 4 centimeter, cm, preferably equal to or
greater than 10 cm, wherein said measurements are pref-
erably based on reflection of said THz radiation at and/or
transmission of said THz radiation through at least one
measuring object, wherein said measurements prefera-
bly comprise determining layer thicknesses of a plurality
of layers arranged on a surface of a body, wherein pref-
erably said measurements comprise determining layer
thicknesses of at least one coating layer, preferably a
wet coating layer such as e.g. a wet or not yet fully dried
paint layer.

Brief description of the figures

[0053] Further features, aspects and advantages of
the embodiments are given in the following detailed de-
scription with reference to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 schematically depicts a simplified block
diagram of an apparatus according to
preferred embodiments,

Fig. 2 schematically depicts a simplified block
diagram of an apparatus according to

further preferred embodiments in partial
cross-section,

Fig. 3 to 9 each schematically depict a simplified
block diagram of an apparatus accord-
ing to further preferred embodiments in
partial cross-section,

Fig. 10 schematically depicts a flow velocity ac-
cording to further preferred embodi-
ments,

Fig. 11A schematically depicts a bottom view of
a nozzle device according to further pre-
ferred embodiments,

Fig. 11B schematically depicts a bottom view of
a nozzle device according to further pre-
ferred embodiments,

Fig. 12 to 14 each schematically depict a simplified
block diagram of an apparatus accord-
ing to further preferred embodiments in
partial cross-section,

Fig. 15 schematically depicts a side view of an
apparatus according to further preferred
embodiments,

Fig. 16A schematically depicts an intensity of re-
ceived THz radiation over frequency ac-
cording to an example,

Fig. 16B schematically depicts an intensity of re-
ceived THz radiation over frequency ac-
cording to further preferred embodi-
ments, and

Fig. 17 schematically depicts a simplified flow-
chart of a method according to further
preferred embodiments.

[0054] Figure 1 schematically depicts a simplified
block diagram of an apparatus 100 according to preferred
embodiments. The apparatus 100 comprises at least one
(presently exemplarily two) THz device(s) 110, 110a con-
figured to transmit and/or receive THz radiation TR, e.g.
to a measuring object 10. The apparatus 100 is config-
ured to provide a flow F of protective gas PG in at least
one portion P’ of a beam path BP of said THz radiation
TR. This advantageously enables to control the local en-
vironmental conditions that may affect propagation of
said THz radiation TR thus enabling an increased preci-
sion for measurements using said THz radiation. Partic-
ularly, the flow F of protective gas PG enables to provide
a local protective environment e.g. avoiding undesired
absorption of THz radiation by water molecules as oc-
curring with conventional systems.
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[0055] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one THz device comprises at least one of:
a) a THz transmitter 110 configured to transmit THz ra-
diation TR1, b) a THz receiver 110a configured to receive
THz radiation TR2, c) a THz transceiver (not shown) con-
figured to transmit and to receive THz radiation TR. Ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, more than one
THz transmitter 110 and/or more than one THz receiver
110a and/or more than one THz transceiver (not shown)
may also be provided. Presently, the exemplary config-
uration of Fig. 1 comprises the THz transmitter 110 trans-
mitting first THz radiation TR1 to said measuring object
10 and the THz receiver 110a receiving second THz ra-
diation TR2, which e.g. corresponds to a portion of said
first THz radiation TR1 that has been reflected by (a sur-
face of) said measuring object 10.
[0056] According to further preferred embodiments,
said THz radiation TR comprises at least one frequency
component in the range of 0.3 THz and 100 THz, pref-
erably in the range of 0.5 THz and 10 THz, more prefer-
ably in the range of 3.0 THz to 10 THz. According to
further preferred embodiments, said THz radiation TR
may comprise one or more THz pulses.
[0057] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas PG comprises, or preferably is, at
least one of: a) dry air, b) dry gas, c) dry gas mixture.
[0058] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas PG comprises at least one gas which
does not comprise an absorption line in a frequency
range of said THz radiation TR.
[0059] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas PG effects an attenuation of said THz
radiation TR along said beam path BP of 0,1 dB or less,
preferably for any frequency of said THz radiation TR.
[0060] According to further preferred embodiments,
said protective gas PG, e.g. dry air, comprises a dew-
point temperature of - 20 degrees Celsius (°C) or less,
preferably of - 30 °C or less, further preferably of - 40 °C
or less.
[0061] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100 further comprises at least one pro-
tective gas supply device 120 configured to provide said
flow F of protective gas PG.
[0062] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100 further comprises at least one pres-
sure controller 128 for influencing, particularly control-
ling, a pressure of said flow F of protective gas PG. Ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, said influenc-
ing, particularly controlling, said pressure of said flow F
of protective gas PG may comprise an open-loop or a
closed-loop control. According to further preferred em-
bodiments, reference measurements using said THz ra-
diation TR, TR2, may be made, and at least one param-
eter P1 characterizing fluid flow properties of a region of
said beam path BP of said THz radiation TR may be
determined, e.g. by a control device 300 which is ex-
plained in detail further below. As an example, under con-
trol c1 of the control device 300, the THz transmitter 110

may transmit first THz radiation TR1 to said measuring
object 10, and the THz receiver 110a may receive the
reflected portion TR2, based on which said control device
300 may determine said at least one parameter P1, cf.
the data link c2. Based on said at least one parameter
P1, said control device 300 may control an operation of
the protective gas supply device 120, cf. the data link c3,
e.g. to influence (increase or decrease or maintain) a
pressure of said flow F of protective gas PG, whereby a
closed-loop control as mentioned above is enabled. This
way, the pressure of said flow F of protective gas PG
may be optimized regarding a precision of said THz
measurements, e.g. attaining a laminar or even homog-
enous flow F of said protective gas in at least a portion
of said beam path BP of said THz radiation TR. Prefer-
ably, the pressure of said flow of protective gas may be
controlled such as to ensure a spatially and temporally
constant flow velocity of said flow of protective gas in the
region of the beam path BP. According to further pre-
ferred embodiments, an open-loop control of said pres-
sure of said flow F of protective gas PG is also possible.
[0063] According to further preferred embodiments,
said (optional) pressure controller 128 may also form part
of the protective gas supply device 120 and/or may be
connected in series thereto, e.g. to an output (as exem-
plarily depicted by Fig. 1, or, according to further embod-
iments, to an input) of said protective gas supply device
120.
[0064] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100 may comprise at least one flow reg-
ulator for influencing, particularly controlling, a volume
flow of said (flow F of) protective gas PG. In this regard,
according to further preferred embodiments, the details
explained above with respect to the pressure controller
128 may be applied correspondingly to the flow regulator.
[0065] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100 further comprises at least one nozzle
122, wherein preferably said at least one nozzle 122 is
configured and/or arranged so as to direct said flow F of
protective gas PG, or at least a portion of said flow F, to
said at least one portion P’ of said beam path BP of said
THz radiation TR, wherein preferably said at least one
nozzle 122 is a free jet nozzle 122. This enables to pro-
vide the region comprising said beam path BP of said
THz radiation TR with a precisely controllable flow F of
protective gas PG. According to further preferred embod-
iments, said flow F may comprise or be a laminar flow,
preferably a homogenous flow. According to further pre-
ferred embodiments, said at least one nozzle 122 may
form part of said at least one protective gas supply device
120, preferably an integral part.
[0066] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100 further comprises an inlet port 124
for receiving protective gas PG1 from an external supply
200. According to further preferred embodiments, said
inlet port 124 may e.g. form part of said at least one pro-
tective gas supply device 120.
[0067] According to further preferred embodiments,
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said apparatus 100 further comprises a, preferably local,
supply 126 for said protective gas PG, wherein said, pref-
erably local, supply 126 is preferably attached to and/or
integrated into at least one other component of said ap-
paratus 100. According to further preferred embodi-
ments, said, preferably local, supply 126 may form part
of said at least one protective gas supply device 120.
[0068] According to further preferred embodiments,
said external supply 200 and/or said, preferably local,
supply 126 comprises at least one of: a) a protective gas
tank T1, T2 for at least temporarily storing said protective
gas, b) a protective gas generator G1, G2 configured to
generate said protective gas, wherein preferably said
protective gas generator G1, G2 is configured to receive
atmospheric air AA and to convert said atmospheric air
AA into said protective gas PG1, preferably into dry air.
[0069] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100 is configured to provide one or more
gas jets F1, F2, F3 of said protective gas PG, wherein
preferably said one or more gas jets contribute to or con-
stitute said flow F. According to further preferred embod-
iments, said at least one nozzle 122 may be provided,
wherein said at least one nozzle 122 may be configured
to provide said one or more gas jets of said protective
gas PG.
[0070] According to further preferred embodiments,
said flow F and/or at least one of said gas jets comprises
and/or is a free jet. This enables particularly large nominal
working distances for said apparatus (e.g., between the
apparatus and/or its THz device(s) 110, 110a and the
measuring object 10), because the THz radiation TR may
efficiently be "shielded" from atmospheric air AA (and/or
other surrounding fluids that may affect a propagation of
THz radiation) by said free jet(s) of protective gas PG.
Particularly, this way, no housing or any other (solid) body
or device for guiding said flow F and/or gas jets (apart
from e.g. the optional nozzle 122) are required to be
placed between the apparatus 100 and the measuring
object 10 that interacts with said THz radiation TR. Ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments, a potential
core length of said free jet is equal to or larger than about
2 cm, preferably 4 cm.
[0071] According to further preferred embodiments,
the apparatus 100 may comprise a control device 300,
as mentioned above. Said control device 300 may e.g.
at least temporarily control an operation of said apparatus
100 and/or of at least one component of said apparatus
100.
[0072] According to further preferred embodiments,
said control device 300 comprises at least one calculating
unit 302 and at least one memory unit 304 associated
with (i.e., usably by) said at least one calculating unit 302
for at least temporarily storing a computer program PRG
and/or data (not shown), wherein said computer program
PRG is e.g. configured to at least temporarily control an
operation of said apparatus 100, e.g. the execution of a
method according to the embodiments, for example for
controlling the operation of said THz device 110, 110a

and/or the protective gas supply device 120 and/or one
of its components.
[0073] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one calculating unit 302 may comprise at
least one of the following elements: a microprocessor, a
microcontroller, a digital signal processor (DSP), a pro-
grammable logic element (e.g., FPGA, field programma-
ble gate array), an ASIC (application specific integrated
circuit), hardware circuitry. According to further preferred
embodiments, any combination of two or more of these
elements is also possible.
[0074] According to further preferred embodiments,
the memory unit 304 comprises at least one of the fol-
lowing elements: a volatile memory, particularly a ran-
dom-access memory (RAM), a non-volatile memory, par-
ticularly a Flash-EEPROM. Preferably, said computer
program PRG is at least temporarily stored in said non-
volatile memory.
[0075] According to further preferred embodiments, an
optional computer-readable storage medium SM com-
prising instructions, e.g. in the form of a further computer
program PRG’, may be provided, wherein said further
computer program PRG’, when executed by a computer,
i.e. by the calculating unit 302, may cause the computer
302 to carry out the method according to the embodi-
ments or at least one step thereof. As an example, said
storage medium SM may comprise or represent a digital
storage medium such as a semiconductor memory de-
vice (e.g., solid state drive, SSD) and/or a magnetic stor-
age medium such as a disk or harddisk drive (HDD)
and/or an optical storage medium such as a compact
disc (CD) or DVD (digital versatile disc) or the like.
[0076] According to further preferred embodiments,
the control device 300 may comprise one or more inter-
faces (not shown) for a, preferably bidirectional, data ex-
change with other components 110, 110a, 120, e.g. to
control an operation of the THz device(s) 110, 110a
and/or the protective gas supply device 120, e.g. a pres-
sure controller 128 associated with and/or integrated into
said protective gas supply device 120.
[0077] Figure 2 schematically depicts a simplified
block diagram of an apparatus 100a according to further
preferred embodiments. In contrast to the configuration
100 of Fig. 1, which enables THz measurements based
on a reflection of said THz radiation TR at a measuring
object 10, the apparatus 100a of Fig. 2 enables THz
measurements based on a transmission of said THz ra-
diation through a measuring object 10a. A THz transmit-
ter 110b transmits THz radiation TR3 towards said meas-
uring object 10a, and a portion of said THz radiation TR3
which has been transmitted through said measuring ob-
ject 10a is received by a THz receiver 110c. Similar to
Fig. 1, a flow F of protective gas PG such as e.g. dry air
is provided to at least a portion P’ of the beam path BP
of said THZ radiation TR3, wherein said protective gas
supply device 120 of Fig. 2 may have a configuration
identical to or similar to said protective gas supply device
120 of Fig. 1.
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[0078] According to further preferred embodiments, cf.
the apparatus 100c of Fig. 3, said at least one nozzle 122
is arranged parallel with respect to said beam path BP
of said THz radiation TR or a reference axis of said at
least one THz device 110, 110a. In other words, accord-
ing to further preferred embodiments, a reference axis
of said nozzle 122 along which the protective gas PG is
output by said nozzle 122 may be parallel with respect
to said beam path BP of said THz radiation TR or a ref-
erence axis (e.g., "optical" axis) of said at least one THz
device 110, 110a.
[0079] According to further preferred embodiments, al-
so cf. Fig. 3, said at least one nozzle 122 is arranged
coaxially with respect to said beam path BP of said THz
radiation TR or a reference axis of said at least one THz
device, preferably such that said nozzle 122 coaxially
surrounds said beam path BP (or a virtual line extending
said beam path BP) of said THz radiation and/or (sub-
stantially) coaxially surrounds at least one THz device
110, 110a. This enables to precisely "embed" said THz
radiation TR in the flow F of protective gas PG as provided
by said at least one nozzle 122, thus further reducing
adverse effects on said THz radiation TR due to unde-
sired absorption by a surrounding fluid (e.g., atmospheric
air) and/or inhomogeneities of a flow velocity and/or a
turbulent flow, e.g. in radially outer regions of said flow
F of protective gas PG, thus further increasing precision.
[0080] According to further preferred embodiments,
said at least one nozzle 122 (e.g., a reference axis of
said at least one nozzle) is arranged at an acute angle
with respect to said beam path BP of said THz radiation
TR or a reference axis of said at least one THz device,
wherein preferably said acute angle ranges between 0
degrees and 30 degrees, preferably between 0 and 20
degrees. According to further embodiments, the nozzle
122 and/or said flow F provided thereby may also com-
prise another angle with said THz beam path BP, may
e.g. be substantially perpendicular to said beam path, as
exemplarily depicted by Fig. 1.
[0081] According to further preferred embodiments,
said flow F (Fig. 3) and/or at least one of said gas jets
comprises a direction a) parallel to said beam path BP
of said THz radiation TR (e.g., besides said beam path
of said THz radiation or axially surrounding said beam
path of said THz radiation) or b) at least substantially
parallel to said beam path of said THz radiation, e.g. in-
cluding a nonvanishing acute angle with said beam path
of said THz radiation, wherein said nonvanishing acute
angle is preferably less than 20 degrees, more preferably
less than 10 degrees, cf. Fig. 3. Note that in the exemplary
configuration of Fig. 3, the nozzle 122 and hence also
the flow F provided thereby is not ideally parallel or co-
axial to the beam path BP, as the individual THz devices
110, 110a are not aligned in parallel with the vertical of
Fig. 3, corresponding to a reference axis of the nozzle
122 of Fig. 3. An ideal coaxial alignment in this sense is
exemplarily depicted e.g. by Fig. 5 explained further be-
low.

[0082] According to further preferred embodiments, cf.
Fig. 3, a nominal working distance dw between said at
least one THz device 110, 110a and a measuring object
10 interacting with said THz radiation TR transmitted from
and/or received by said at least one THz device 110,
110a is equal to or greater than 4 centimeter, cm, pref-
erably equal to or greater than 10 cm. Advantageously,
no device for guiding a flow F of said protective gas PG
or any other device is required to be arranged between
said apparatus 100c and said measuring object 10a, as
the flow F of protective gas PG, preferably comprising
one or more free jets, is sufficient for establishing a con-
trolled local atmosphere of protective gas PG in the re-
gion of the beam path BP of the THz radiation TR. This
facilitates handling, as e.g. no housing or the like is re-
quired between the apparatus 100c and the measuring
object, so that especially also measuring objects com-
prising wet or drying coatings such as paint layers and
the like can flexibly be handled, particularly without ex-
erting a large impact pressure on such measuring objects
that may occur when using a housing for the flow F be-
tween the apparatus 100c and the measuring object 10.
Thus, preferred embodiments are also particularly suited
for performing THz radiation based measurements of
measuring objects having sensitive surfaces such as e.g.
painted and/or coated surfaces, wherein preferably said
paint and/or coating is wet or at least not yet fully dried.
[0083] Moreover, when using the principle according
to preferred embodiments, and in contrast to convention-
al approaches, the measuring object 10 (Fig. 3) is not
required to be placed within an own housing for THz
measurements. Rather, the protective gas flow F, pref-
erably free jet, according to preferred embodiments may
be considered to shield the THz beam path BP from ad-
verse environmental effects such as humidity that may
cause undesired absorption of said THz radiation TR
which would reduce measurement precision. Hence, par-
ticularly undesired absorption interference caused by
e.g. water vapor may be avoided.
[0084] Figure 4 schematically depicts a simplified
block diagram of an apparatus 100d according to further
preferred embodiments. While the nozzle 122 is still ar-
ranged such that its reference axis basically coincides
with the beam path of the THz devices 110, 110a, the
flow F is directed vertically upwards in Fig. 4, i.e. from
the measuring object 10 towards the THz devices 110,
110a. In this configuration, too, a superior "shielding" of
the THz beam path BP from environmental influences
such as water vapor can be attained by the flow F of
protective gas.
[0085] Figure 5 schematically depicts a simplified
block diagram of an apparatus 100e according to further
preferred embodiments. Two nozzles 122_1, 122_2 and
respectively associated protective gas supply devices
120_1, 120_2 are provided, wherein said nozzles 122_1,
122_2 (and their reference axes 122_1’) are coaxially
arranged around a beam path BP which in Fig. 5 coin-
cides with a reference axis RA of the THz devices 110,
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110a, which are arranged in a transmission measure-
ment setup with respect to the measuring object 10, the
THz transmitter 110 transmitting THz radiation TR1,
which is at least partly transmitted through said measur-
ing object 10, and wherein a portion of the at least partly
transmitted radiation TR1, cf. reference numeral TR1’, is
received by the THz receiver 110a. The first nozzle 122_1
provides a first flow F_1 of protective gas towards an (in
Fig. 5) upper surface of the measuring object 10, and the
second nozzle 122_2 provides an antiparallel second
flow F_2 of protective gas towards a (in Fig. 5) lower
surface of the measuring object 10, which flows F_1, F_2
are deflected in a region close to said respective upper
and lower surface. Nevertheless, the beam path BP is
efficiently protected by said flows F_1, F_2.
[0086] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100f, cf. Fig. 6, comprises a housing 130,
wherein said at least one THz device 110 is arranged in
an interior I of said housing 130, wherein preferably also
at least one component of said (or the complete) protec-
tive gas supply device 120 is arranged within and/or con-
stituted by said interior I of said housing 130. In the ex-
emplary configuration of Fig. 6, a nozzle 122 is attached
to the housing 130 and directs a flow F parallel to and/or
coaxially around a beam path of the THz radiation TR3
emitted by said THz transmitter 110. Optionally, a portion
TR3’ of said THz radiation TR3 being transmitted through
said measuring object 10 may be detected or received
by at least one optional THz receiver which is not shown
in Fig. 6.
[0087] Similar to Fig. 6, Fig. 7 exemplarily depicts a
THz radiation receive configuration with a THz receiver
110a and at least one component of said protective gas
supply device 120 arranged in the interior I of a housing
130 of the apparatus 100g. THz radiation transmitted to
a measuring object 10 of Fig. 7 may be provided by at
least one THz transmitter not depicted by Fig. 7 and is
referenced with reference sign TR4, whereas THz radi-
ation transmitted through said measuring object 10,
which may be received by said THz receiver 110a, is
referenced with reference sign TR4’.
[0088] Figure schematically depicts an apparatus
100h according to further preferred embodiments, which
comprises a THz transmitter 110 and a THz receiver 110a
arranged within a common housing 130, wherein at least
one component of said protective gas supply device 120
may also be arranged within said common housing 130.
Similar to Fig. 6, 7, the nozzle 122 of Fig. 8 is attached
to the housing 130, and protective gas PG may be pro-
vided by device 120, e.g. from an interior of the housing
130, to an input end of the nozzle 122 for an output
through an output end of the nozzle. The device 120 may
e.g. be supplied with said protective gas by an external
device 200 (Fig. 1) via an inlet port 124 (Fig. 1) that may
be arranged at the housing 130 of Fig. 8, which, however
is not depicted by Fig. 8 for reasons of clarity.
[0089] According to further preferred embodiments, cf.
Fig. 9, the apparatus 100i comprises a first nozzle 1221

(e.g., a free jet nozzle), which is configured to provide a
first jet F41, preferably a free jet F41, of said protective
gas PG, preferably to said at least one portion of said
beam path BP of said THz radiation TR, wherein said
apparatus 100i further comprises a second nozzle 1222,
which is e.g. a ring nozzle arranged coaxially around said
first nozzle 1221, wherein preferably said second nozzle
1222 is configured to provide a second jet F42, which
preferably, particularly at least partly, coaxially surrounds
said first jet F41, wherein preferably said second jet F42
is a sheath flow. Advantageously, said sheath flow F42
may extend radially outside of said first jet F41, e.g. free
jet, provided by said first nozzle 1221, thus protecting
said first jet F41, e.g. free jet, provided by said first nozzle
1221 from interaction with the surrounding medium, e.g.
fluid, such as atmospheric air. Moreover, the sheath flow
F42 prevents the creation of turbulent flows at a radially
outer section of said first jet F41, e.g. free jet, provided
by said first nozzle. Rather, at first, turbulent flows may
occur at an interface between a radially outer side of said
sheath flow F42 and the surrounding medium M, e.g.
atmospheric air AA, which does not affect the THz beam
path lying inside the first jet F41. Only after the sheath
flow F42 is dissipated, e.g. due to creation of turbulent
flows at the interface between the radially outer side of
said sheath flow F42 and the surrounding medium M,
turbulent flows may occur at a radially outer side of the
inner first jet F41. This configuration enables to further
increase the nominal working distance between said at
least one THz device 110, 110a and a measuring object
10, as the radially outer sheath flow F42 effectively pro-
tects the radially inner first jet F41, e.g. free jet.
[0090] According to further preferred embodiments,
said second jet F42 (i.e., the sheath flow), may comprise
ambient air AA and/or said protective gas PG. As the
fluid of the (radially outer) second jet F42 usually does
not (or at least not substantially) interact with the, pref-
erably radially inner, THz beam path, the second jet F42
may comprise ambient air AA. However, for further in-
creasing precision and a nominal working distance dw
(Fig. 3), according to further embodiments, said protec-
tive gas PG may also be used for said second jet, i.e. the
sheath flow F42.
[0091] According to further preferred embodiments,
both nozzles 1221, 1222 may be provided in form of an
integrated nozzle device 1220, which may be supplied
with protective gas PG by a corresponding common pro-
tective gas supply device 120a. According to further pre-
ferred embodiments, at least one of the components
1221, 1222, 120a may also be arranged within or at a
housing 130 (Fig. 8) of the apparatus 100i, which is not
depicted by Fig. 9.
[0092] While exemplarily depicted together with two
THz devices 110, 110a in Fig. 9, the principle of two,
preferably coaxially aligned, nozzles 1221, 1222 may ac-
cording to further preferred embodiments also be applied
to other apparatus having one THz device or more than
two THz devices. Moreover, similar to the apparatus
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100h of Fig. 8, the two nozzles 1221, 1222 of Fig. 9 may,
according to further preferred embodiments, also be ar-
ranged at a housing 130 (Fig. 8).
[0093] Figure 10 schematically depicts a flow velocity
v for the flows F41, F42 of the apparatus 100i according
to Fig. 9. It can be seen that in a radially inner region R1
a constant flow velocity of said protective gas PG is pro-
vided, which is particularly beneficial for precise THz
measurements as any spatial and/or temporal pressure
differential within said THz beam path BP may affect the
propagation of the THz radiation TR. In the radially outer
regions R2 of the diagram according to Fig. 10, an in-
creased flow velocity can be noticed, which is basically
caused by the sheath stream F42.
[0094] Fig. 11A schematically depicts a bottom view
of a nozzle device 1220a according to further preferred
embodiments, comprising a first nozzle 1221 configured
as a free jet nozzle and a second nozzle 1222 which
radially surrounds said first nozzle 1221. In the embodi-
ment 1220a of Fig. 11A, the second nozzle 1222 com-
prises a plurality of, preferably regularly spaced, circum-
ferentially arranged nozzle openings only two of which
are commonly denoted with reference sign 1222_a in
Fig. 11A. This way, a free jet of protective gas PG may
be provided, with a flow direction perpendicular to the
drawing plane of Fig. 11A, and comprising or surrounding
the beam path BP of the THz radiation TR (Fig. 9), which
is arranged in the interior I1 of the first nozzle 1221.
[0095] According to further preferred embodiments, it
is also possible to provide the first (inner) nozzle 1221 -
instead of a single, preferably circular, opening, with a
plurality of either equally spaced and/or regularly ar-
ranged and/or stochastically distributed individual nozzle
openings to provide said flow F, similar to the nozzle
openings 1222_a.
[0096] Fig. 11B schematically depicts a bottom view
of a nozzle device 1220b according to further preferred
embodiments, which is similar to the nozzle device 1220a
of Fig. 11A, wherein, however, the second nozzle 1222
is designed as a ring nozzle having a single annular pas-
sage 1222_b for providing said sheath flow F42 (Fig. 9).
[0097] According to further preferred embodiments,
each nozzle 1221, 1222 may comprise an individual inlet
port (not shown) for receiving protective gas PG and/or
ambient air or the like, wherein especially a radial velocity
distribution of said flow(s) generated by said nozzles
1221, 1222 may flexibly be controlled.
[0098] According to further preferred embodiments, cf.
the apparatus 100j of Fig. 12, an inlet port 124 for pro-
tective gas PG1 from an external source 200 is arranged
at and/or integrated into said housing 130, wherein said
at least one nozzle 122 is arranged at and/or integrated
into said housing 130, and wherein a fluid communication
FV between said inlet port 124 and said at least one noz-
zle 122 is enabled via an interior I of the housing 130, cf.
the block arrow FC which symbolically indicates said fluid
communication. In other words, at least a part of the hous-
ing 130 of the apparatus 100i operates as a conduit for

guiding said protective gas PG1 from the inlet port 124,
optionally via an optional pressure controller 128, to said
at least one nozzle 122. This has the further advantage
that said one or more THz devices 110, 110a, which are
arranged within said housing 130, are also at least partly
surrounded with said protective gas PG1. The optional
pressure controller 128 may e.g. be controlled, cf. the
data connection c5 from a control device 300a, e.g. de-
pending on a received THz signal c4.
[0099] According to further preferred embodiments
(Fig. 12), said housing 130 comprises an opening 132
for passing through said THz radiation TR, wherein said
at least one nozzle 122 forms said opening 132. In other
words, according to some embodiments, said at least
one nozzle 122 may comprise an opening 132 for pro-
viding said flow F of protective gas PG1’ to e.g. the ex-
terior of the housing 130, particularly to a region of said
beam path of said THz radiation TR, wherein said open-
ing 132 of said nozzle 122 at the same time operates as
a window enabling said THz radiation TR to be transmit-
ted from the interior I of the housing 130 to an exterior of
the housing 130, e.g. towards a measuring object 10 (not
shown in Fig. 12) and/or vice versa, e.g. to enable a THz
receiver or transceiver arranged within said housing 130
to receive THz radiation from the exterior of the housing.
In other words, according to some embodiments, said at
least one nozzle 122 may comprise a first, fluidic, function
to provide said flow F of protective gas PG, PG’, and
additionally a second function to operate as a window
enabling transmission and/or reception of said THz radi-
ation TR.
[0100] According to further preferred embodiments, cf.
the apparatus 100k of Fig. 13, a window 136 is provided
in said opening 132, wherein said window 136 is prefer-
ably sealingly, particularly hermetically (gastight) seal-
ingly, covering and/or closing said opening 132, wherein
said window 136 is transparent (i.e., comprises a prede-
termined maximum attenuation) to said THz radiation TR
in order not to impede THz measurements.
[0101] According to further embodiments, said at least
one nozzle 122 may be provided around said opening
132 having said window 136, e.g. being attached to an
outer surface 130a of the housing 130, and said at least
one nozzle 122 may comprise an inlet port 124’ for re-
ceiving the protective gas PG, e.g. from an external sup-
ply 200. Particularly, in these embodiments, the inlet port
124’ is outside the housing 130 of the apparatus 100k (in
which e.g. said at least one THz device 110, 110a may
be arranged), so that the interior I of the housing 130 is
not provided with "fresh" protective gas when said at least
one nozzle 122 is supplied with said protective gas PG
to provide said flow F of protective gas PG to the beam
path of the THz radiation TR. According to further em-
bodiments, the housing 130 may be hermetically sealed,
and the interior I may be filled with protective gas prior
to sealing, e.g. during manufacturing of said housing 130.
[0102] According to further preferred embodiments, cf.
the apparatus 100l of Fig. 14, said housing 130 comprises
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an opening 132 for passing through said THz radiation
TR, wherein said at least one nozzle 122 is arranged in
and/or at and/or around said opening 132.
[0103] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100l comprises at least one lid 134 for,
particularly selectively, opening and/or closing, prefera-
bly sealingly, particularly hermetically (gastight) sealing-
ly, closing, said opening 132, wherein preferably said lid
134 is, particularly rotatably, attached to at least one of:
the housing 130, the nozzle 122. Presently, in Fig. 14,
the lid 134 is rotatably attached to said nozzle 122 and
is exemplarily depicted in its opened state. A dotted rec-
tangle 134’ indicates the position of the lid 134 in its
closed state.
[0104] According to further preferred embodiments,
the opening and/or closing of said lid 134 or the opening
132, respectively, may e.g. be performed depending on
an operational state of said apparatus 100l. E.g., for an
activated state, e.g. usable for performing measure-
ments using said THz radiation TR, said lid 134 may - at
least temporarily - be opened, and for a deactivated state,
said lid 134 may be closed.
[0105] According to further preferred embodiments, an
actuator 135 (e.g., electromagnetic actuator) may be pro-
vided to drive movement of said lid 134, i.e. for opening
said lid 134 and/or closing said lid 134. In the closed
state, the lid 134 prevents e.g. particles to enter the in-
terior I of the housing 130, while in the opened state, the
lid 134 enables transmission and/or reception of THz ra-
diation TR, as well as e.g. (optionally) a flow F of protec-
tive gas through said opening 132. If, according to further
preferred embodiments, a flow F of protective gas PG is
provided through said opening 132 in the opened state
of the lid 134, particles are prevented from entering the
interior I of the housing 130 by means of said protective
gas flow F.
[0106] According to further preferred embodiments,
said actuator 135 may comprise a spring or spring mech-
anism (not shown), preferably arranged and/or config-
ured to exert a spring force ("closing force") on said lid
134 such that it is retained in its closed state, i.e. sealing
the opening 132, by said closing force. Preferably, said
spring or spring mechanism may be configured such that
in the absence of said flow F of protective gas, said lid
134 remains in its closed state, sealing the opening 132,
due to said closing force, wherein in the presence of said
flow F of protective gas, an "opening" force OF may be
provided by said flow F which is greater than said closing
force, effecting the lid 134 to "automatically" (i.e., without
human interaction) open once the flow F is present. In
this opened state, THz measurements may be made,
and once the flow F is deactivated, the lid will close again
due to the closing force of the spring or spring mechanism
135.
[0107] According to further preferred embodiments,
said apparatus 100m, cf. Fig. 15, further comprises a
positioning system 140, particularly a robot 140. As an
example, according to further preferred embodiments,

the housing 130 may comprise one or more THz devices
as explained above (not shown in Fig. 15), thus forming
a THz measuring head 130, which THz measuring head
130 may be attached to said robot 140, so that THz meas-
urements may efficiently be made for a wide variety of
measuring objects 10, e.g. based on transmitted THz ra-
diation TR1 and reflected THz radiation TR2 that has
been reflected at said measuring object(s) 10. As an ex-
ample, the apparatus 100m and/or the THz measuring
head 130 may be used for THz measurements in in-line
configurations of a manufacturing plant, e.g. for measur-
ing a layer thickness of, preferably multiple, coating lay-
ers such as e.g. paint layers, on a body such as e.g. an
automotive body part.
[0108] According to further preferred embodiments, an
external supply 200 of protective gas may be arranged
at or close to the robot 140, and a fluid or gas line 202
may provide said protective gas to an inlet port 124 pro-
vided at the measuring head 130 (i.e., housing). Similar
to at least one of the apparatus 100 to 100l explained
above, the apparatus 100m of Fig. 15 may comprise at
least one nozzle 122 (Fig. 1) (or a nozzle device 1220,
cf. Fig. 9), to direct a flow F of protective gas, preferably
in form of at least one free jet F, to a beam path of said
THz radiation TR1, TR2.
[0109] Further preferred embodiments relate to a
measuring system 1000 comprising at least one appa-
ratus 100m according to the embodiments and at least
one measuring object 10, wherein preferably said appa-
ratus 100m and said at least one measuring object 10
are spaced apart from each other by a measuring dis-
tance md of at least 2 centimeters, preferably of at least
5 centimeters, wherein preferably no body, preferably no
solid body, (or any other material apart from said flow F
of protective gas (and/or an optional sheath flow)) is ar-
ranged between said apparatus 100m and said measur-
ing object 10.
[0110] Further preferred embodiments relate to a
method of operating an apparatus comprising at least
one THz device, wherein said at least one THz device is
configured to transmit and/or receive THz radiation,
wherein said apparatus provides a flow of protective gas
in at least one portion of a beam path of said THz radia-
tion. This is exemplarily depicted by the simplified flow
chart of Fig. 17. In step 400, said apparatus 100 (Fig. 1)
provides a flow F of protective gas PG in at least one
portion P’ of a beam path BP of said THz radiation TR.
In step 410 (Fig. 17), the apparatus 100 performs meas-
urements related to said measuring object 10 using said
THz radiation TR. Advantageously, the steps 400, 410
are performed in a temporally at least partly overlapping
fashion, i.e. simultaneously. This way, the THz radiation
TR used for measurements is "protected" from undesired
water (vapor) absorption effects by means of said flow F
of protective gas PG.
[0111] In this respect, Figure 16A schematically de-
picts an intensity I1 of received THz radiation TR2 (Fig.
1) over frequency f according to an example, where no
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flow of protective gas PG has been provided for, espe-
cially during, the THz measurements. It can be seen that
the THz measurements are severely affected by water
absorption interference especially in the region B of Fig.
16A.
[0112] Conversely, when performing THz measure-
ments 410 (Fig. 17) using the principle according to the
embodiments, i.e. providing a flow F (Fig. 1) of protective
gas PG for, especially during, the THz measurements
410, the undesired noise and/or water absorption inter-
ference can be significantly reduced, cf. the region B of
Fig. 16B. Note that the vertical intensity axis I2 of Fig.
16B has the same scaling and range as the vertical in-
tensity axis I1 of Fig. 16A. This also applies to the fre-
quency axes f of both diagrams.
[0113] According to further embodiments, said at least
one nozzle 122 may also be designed as a de Laval noz-
zle. According to Applicant’s analysis, these embodi-
ments are particularly suitable for even larger working
distances.
[0114] According to further embodiments, it is also pos-
sible to provide a fully turbulent flow of said protective
gas to at least one portion of said beam path, wherein
adverse effects of said turbulent flow on the THz radiation
may cancel each other statistically.
[0115] According to further embodiments, the principle
according to the embodiments may be used for a wide
variety of measurements based on THz radiation, such
as e.g. reflection-based and/or transmission-based
measurements, e.g. (time-domain) reflectometry-based
layer thickness measurements and the like, spectro-
graphic measurements, THz radiation based imaging
methods, and so on. Apart from reducing the undesired
effects of water (vapor) absorption, at least some em-
bodiments enable to further reduce noise of THz meas-
urements that may be cause by fluctuations of a sur-
rounding medium such as atmospheric air. Further pre-
ferred embodiments enable to provide a controllable,
preferably homogenous, distribution of (gas) pressure
over time and space in the region of the THz beam path
BP, thus further increasing precision and reliability of THz
radiation based measurements.

Claims

1. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) compris-
ing at least one Terahertz, THz, device (110; 110a)
configured to transmit and/or receive THz radiation
(TR; TR1, TR2), said apparatus (100; 100a; 100b;
100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j;
100k; 100l; 100m) being configured to provide a flow
(F; F41, F42) of protective gas (PG) in at least one
portion (P’) of a beam path (BP) of said THz radiation
(TR).

2. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;

100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 1, wherein said protective gas (PG) com-
prises, or preferably is, at least one of: a) dry air, b)
dry gas, c) dry gas mixture, d) at least one gas which
does not comprise an absorption line in a frequency
range of said THz radiation (TR), wherein preferably
said protective gas (PG) comprises a dew-point tem-
perature of - 20 degrees Celsius or less, preferably
of - 30 degrees Celsius or less, further preferably of
- 40 degrees Celsius or less, wherein preferably said
protective gas (PG) effects an attenuation of said
THz radiation (TR) along said beam path (BP) of 0,1
dB or less, preferably for any frequency of said THz
radiation (TR).

3. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising a) at least one protective gas supply device
(120; 120a) configured to provide said flow (F; F41,
F42) of protective gas, and/or b) at least one pres-
sure controller (128) for influencing, particularly con-
trolling, a pressure of said flow (F) of protective gas
(PG).

4. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) further
comprises at least one nozzle (122; 1221, 1222),
wherein preferably said at least one nozzle (122) is
configured and/or arranged so as to direct said flow
(F) of protective gas (PG), or at least a portion of
said flow (F), to said at least one portion (P’) of said
beam path (BP) of said THz radiation (TR), wherein
preferably said at least one nozzle (122) is a free jet
nozzle (122; 1221).

5. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 4, wherein said at least one nozzle (122) is
arranged a) parallel with respect to said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or a reference axis
(RA) of said at least one THz device (110; 110a),
and/or b) coaxially with respect to said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or a reference axis
(RA) of said at least one THz device (110; 110a), or
c) at an acute angle with respect to said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or a reference axis
(RA) of said at least one THz device (110; 110a).

6. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising an inlet port (124) for receiving protective gas
(PG1) from an external supply (200).
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7. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising a, preferably local, supply (126) for said pro-
tective gas (PG), wherein said supply (126) is pref-
erably attached to and/or integrated to at least one
other component (110; 120) of said apparatus (100;
100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h;
100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m).

8. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 6 to 7, wherein said
external supply (200) and/or said, preferably local,
supply (126) comprises at least one of: a) a protective
gas tank (T1; T2) for at least temporarily storing said
protective gas (PG), b) a protective gas generator
(G1; G2) configured to generate said protective gas
(PG), wherein preferably said protective gas gener-
ator (G1; G2) is configured to receive atmospheric
air (AA) and to convert said atmospheric air (AA) into
said protective gas (PG), preferably into dry air.

9. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) is config-
ured to provide one or more gas jets (F1, F2, F3) of
said protective gas (PG), wherein preferably said
one or more gas jets (F1, F2, F3) contribute to or
constitute said flow (F; F41, F42).

10. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
flow (F) and/or said at least one of said gas jets (F1,
F2, F3) comprises and/or is a free jet.

11. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
flow (F) and/or said at least one of said gas jets (F1,
F2, F3) comprises a direction a) parallel to said beam
path (BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or b) at least
substantially parallel to said beam path (BP) of said
THz radiation (TR).

12. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein a
nominal working distance (dw) between said at least
one THz device (110; 110a) and a measuring object
(10) interacting with said THz radiation (TR) trans-
mitted from and/or received by said at least one THz
device (110; 110a) is equal to or greater than 4 cen-
timeter, cm, preferably equal to or greater than 10
cm.

13. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 4 to 12, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises
a first nozzle (1221), which is configured to provide
a first jet (F41), preferably a free jet (F41), of said
protective gas (PG), preferably to said at least one
portion (P’) of said beam path (BP) of said THz ra-
diation (TR), and wherein said apparatus (100; 100a;
100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i;
100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises a second nozzle
(1222), which is a ring nozzle (1222) arranged co-
axially around said first nozzle (1221), wherein pref-
erably said second nozzle (1222) is configured to
provide a second jet (F42), which preferably, partic-
ularly at least partly, coaxially surrounds said first jet
(F41), wherein preferably said second jet (F42) is a
sheath flow.

14. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises
a housing (130), wherein said at least one THz de-
vice (110; 110a) is arranged in an interior (I) of said
housing (130), wherein preferably also at least one
component of said protective gas supply device
(120) is arranged within and/or constituted by said
interior (I) of said housing (130).

15. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 14, preferably according to a) claim 14, b)
at least one of the claims 6 to 13 and c) claim 4,
wherein said inlet port (124) is arranged at and/or
integrated into said housing (130), wherein said at
least one nozzle (122) is arranged at and/or integrat-
ed into said housing (130), and wherein a fluid com-
munication (FC) between said inlet port (124) and
said at least one nozzle (122) is enabled via an in-
terior (I) of the housing (130).

16. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 14 to 15, preferably fur-
ther according to at least claim 4, wherein said hous-
ing (130) comprises an opening (132) for passing
through said THz radiation (TR), and wherein a) said
at least one nozzle (122) is arranged in and/or at
and/or around said opening (132) and/or b) forms
said opening (132).

17. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 16, wherein said apparatus (100; 100a;
100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i;
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100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises at least one lid
(134) for, particularly selectively, opening and/or
closing, preferably sealingly, particularly hermetical-
ly sealingly, closing, said opening (132), wherein
preferably said lid (134) is, particularly rotatably, at-
tached to at least one of: the housing (130), the noz-
zle (122).

18. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 16 to 17, wherein a win-
dow (136) is provided in said opening (132), wherein
said window (136) is preferably sealingly, particularly
hermetically sealingly, covering and/or closing said
opening (132), and wherein said window (136) is
transparent to said THz radiation (TR).

19. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising a positioning system (140), particularly a ro-
bot (140).

20. Measuring system (1000) comprising at least one
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims and at least
one measuring object (10), wherein preferably said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and said
at least one measuring object (10) are spaced apart
from each other by a measuring distance (md) of at
least 2 centimeters, preferably of at least 5 centim-
eters, wherein preferably a spatial region between
said apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e;
100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and
said measuring object (10) is exposed to the sur-
roundings, wherein preferably no body, preferably
no solid body, is arranged between said apparatus
(100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g;
100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and said meas-
uring object (10).

21. Method of operating an apparatus (100; 100a; 100b;
100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j;
100k; 100l; 100m) comprising at least one THz de-
vice (110; 110a), wherein said at least one THz de-
vice (110; 110a) is configured to transmit (410)
and/or receive (410) THz radiation (TR; TR1, TR2),
wherein said apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c;
100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l;
100m) provides (400) a flow (F) of protective gas
(PG) in at least one portion (P’) of a beam path (BP)
of said THz radiation (TR).

22. Method according to claim 21, wherein said appara-
tus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g;
100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) further compris-

es at least one nozzle (122), wherein preferably said
at least one nozzle (122) directs said flow (F) of pro-
tective gas (PG), or at least a portion of said flow (F),
to said at least one portion (P’) of said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR), wherein preferably
said at least one nozzle (122) is a free jet nozzle
(122).

23. Use of the apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d;
100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l;
100m) according to at least one of the claims 1 to 19
and/or the measuring system (1000) according to
claim 20 and/or the method according to at least one
of the claims 21 to 22 for performing measurements
(410) based on said THz radiation (TR), wherein
preferably a nominal working distance between the
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and/or at
least one component (122) of the apparatus (100;
100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h;
100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) is greater than 4 cen-
timeter, cm, preferably equal to or greater than 10
cm, wherein said measurements (410) are prefera-
bly based on reflection of said THz radiation (TR) at
and/or transmission of said THz radiation (TR)
through at least one measuring object, wherein said
measurements (410) preferably comprise determin-
ing layer thicknesses of a plurality of layers arranged
on a surface of a body, wherein preferably said
measurements (410) comprise determining layer
thicknesses of at least one paint and/or coating layer,
preferably a wet paint and/or coating layer.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) compris-
ing at least one Terahertz, THz, device (110; 110a)
configured to transmit and/or receive THz radiation
(TR; TR1, TR2), said apparatus (100; 100a; 100b;
100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j;
100k; 100l; 100m) being configured to provide a flow
(F; F41, F42) of protective gas (PG) in at least one
portion (P’) of a beam path (BP) of said THz radiation
(TR), wherein said flow (F) comprises a free jet.

2. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 1, wherein said protective gas (PG) com-
prises, or preferably is, at least one of: a) dry air, b)
dry gas, c) dry gas mixture, d) at least one gas which
does not comprise an absorption line in a frequency
range of said THz radiation (TR), wherein preferably
said protective gas (PG) comprises a dew-point tem-
perature of - 20 degrees Celsius or less, preferably
of - 30 degrees Celsius or less, further preferably of
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- 40 degrees Celsius or less, wherein preferably said
protective gas (PG) effects an attenuation of said
THz radiation (TR) along said beam path (BP) of 0,1
dB or less, preferably for any frequency of said THz
radiation (TR).

3. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising a) at least one protective gas supply device
(120; 120a) configured to provide said flow (F; F41,
F42) of protective gas, and/or b) at least one pres-
sure controller (128) for influencing, particularly con-
trolling, a pressure of said flow (F) of protective gas
(PG).

4. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) further
comprises at least one nozzle (122; 1221, 1222),
wherein preferably said at least one nozzle (122) is
configured and/or arranged so as to direct said flow
(F) of protective gas (PG), or at least a portion of
said flow (F), to said at least one portion (P’) of said
beam path (BP) of said THz radiation (TR), wherein
preferably said at least one nozzle (122) is a free jet
nozzle (122; 1221).

5. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 4, wherein said at least one nozzle (122) is
arranged a) parallel with respect to said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or a reference axis
(RA) of said at least one THz device (110; 110a),
and/or b) coaxially with respect to said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or a reference axis
(RA) of said at least one THz device (110; 110a), or
c) at an acute angle with respect to said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or a reference axis
(RA) of said at least one THz device (110; 110a).

6. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising an inlet port (124) for receiving protective gas
(PG1) from an external supply (200).

7. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising a, preferably local, supply (126) for said pro-
tective gas (PG), wherein said supply (126) is pref-
erably attached to and/or integrated to at least one
other component (110; 120) of said apparatus (100;
100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h;
100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m).

8. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 6 to 7, wherein said
external supply (200) and/or said, preferably local,
supply (126) comprises at least one of: a) a protective
gas tank (T1; T2) for at least temporarily storing said
protective gas (PG), b) a protective gas generator
(G1; G2) configured to generate said protective gas
(PG), wherein preferably said protective gas gener-
ator (G1; G2) is configured to receive atmospheric
air (AA) and to convert said atmospheric air (AA) into
said protective gas (PG), preferably into dry air.

9. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) is config-
ured to provide one or more gas jets (F1, F2, F3) of
said protective gas (PG), wherein preferably said
one or more gas jets (F1, F2, F3) contribute to or
constitute said flow (F; F41, F42).

10. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
flow (F) and/or said at least one of said gas jets (F1,
F2, F3) comprises and/or is a free jet.

11. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
flow (F) and/or said at least one of said gas jets (F1,
F2, F3) comprises a direction a) parallel to said beam
path (BP) of said THz radiation (TR) or b) at least
substantially parallel to said beam path (BP) of said
THz radiation (TR).

12. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein a
nominal working distance (dw) between said at least
one THz device (110; 110a) and a measuring object
(10) interacting with said THz radiation (TR) trans-
mitted from and/or received by said at least one THz
device (110; 110a) is equal to or greater than 4 cen-
timeter, cm, preferably equal to or greater than 10
cm.

13. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 4 to 12, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises
a first nozzle (1221), which is configured to provide
a first jet (F41), preferably a free jet (F41), of said
protective gas (PG), preferably to said at least one
portion (P’) of said beam path (BP) of said THz ra-
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diation (TR), and wherein said apparatus (100; 100a;
100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i;
100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises a second nozzle
(1222), which is a ring nozzle (1222) arranged co-
axially around said first nozzle (1221), wherein pref-
erably said second nozzle (1222) is configured to
provide a second jet (F42), which preferably, partic-
ularly at least partly, coaxially surrounds said first jet
(F41), wherein preferably said second jet (F42) is a
sheath flow.

14. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises
a housing (130), wherein said at least one THz de-
vice (110; 110a) is arranged in an interior (I) of said
housing (130), wherein preferably also at least one
component of said protective gas supply device
(120) is arranged within and/or constituted by said
interior (I) of said housing (130).

15. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 14, preferably according to a) claim 14, b)
at least one of the claims 6 to 13 and c) claim 4,
wherein said inlet port (124) is arranged at and/or
integrated into said housing (130), wherein said at
least one nozzle (122) is arranged at and/or integrat-
ed into said housing (130), and wherein a fluid com-
munication (FC) between said inlet port (124) and
said at least one nozzle (122) is enabled via an in-
terior (I) of the housing (130).

16. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 14 to 15, preferably fur-
ther according to at least claim 4, wherein said hous-
ing (130) comprises an opening (132) for passing
through said THz radiation (TR), and wherein a) said
at least one nozzle (122) is arranged in and/or at
and/or around said opening (132) and/or b) forms
said opening (132).

17. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to claim 16, wherein said apparatus (100; 100a;
100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i;
100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) comprises at least one lid
(134) for, particularly selectively, opening and/or
closing, preferably sealingly, particularly hermetical-
ly sealingly, closing, said opening (132), wherein
preferably said lid (134) is, particularly rotatably, at-
tached to at least one of: the housing (130), the noz-
zle (122).

18. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;

100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the claims 16 to 17, wherein a win-
dow (136) is provided in said opening (132), wherein
said window (136) is preferably sealingly, particularly
hermetically sealingly, covering and/or closing said
opening (132), and wherein said window (136) is
transparent to said THz radiation (TR).

19. Apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims, further com-
prising a positioning system (140), particularly a ro-
bot (140).

20. Measuring system (1000) comprising at least one
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) according
to at least one of the preceding claims and at least
one measuring object (10), wherein preferably said
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and said
at least one measuring object (10) are spaced apart
from each other by a measuring distance (md) of at
least 2 centimeters, preferably of at least 5 centim-
eters, wherein preferably a spatial region between
said apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e;
100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and
said measuring object (10) is exposed to the sur-
roundings, wherein preferably no body, preferably
no solid body, is arranged between said apparatus
(100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g;
100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and said meas-
uring object (10).

21. Method of operating an apparatus (100; 100a; 100b;
100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j;
100k; 100l; 100m) comprising at least one THz de-
vice (110; 110a), wherein said at least one THz de-
vice (110; 110a) is configured to transmit (410)
and/or receive (410) THz radiation (TR; TR1, TR2),
wherein said apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c;
100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l;
100m) provides (400) a flow (F) of protective gas
(PG) in at least one portion (P’) of a beam path (BP)
of said THz radiation (TR), wherein said flow (F) com-
prises a free jet.

22. Method according to claim 21, wherein said appara-
tus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g;
100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) further compris-
es at least one nozzle (122), wherein preferably said
at least one nozzle (122) directs said flow (F) of pro-
tective gas (PG), or at least a portion of said flow (F),
to said at least one portion (P’) of said beam path
(BP) of said THz radiation (TR), wherein preferably
said at least one nozzle (122) is a free jet nozzle
(122).
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23. Use of the apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d;
100e; 100f; 100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l;
100m) according to at least one of the claims 1 to 19
and/or the measuring system (1000) according to
claim 20 and/or the method according to at least one
of the claims 21 to 22 for performing measurements
(410) based on said THz radiation (TR), wherein
preferably a nominal working distance between the
apparatus (100; 100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f;
100g; 100h; 100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) and/or at
least one component (122) of the apparatus (100;
100a; 100b; 100c; 100d; 100e; 100f; 100g; 100h;
100i; 100j; 100k; 100l; 100m) is greater than 4 cen-
timeter, cm, preferably equal to or greater than 10
cm, wherein said measurements (410) are prefera-
bly based on reflection of said THz radiation (TR) at
and/or transmission of said THz radiation (TR)
through at least one measuring object, wherein said
measurements (410) preferably comprise determin-
ing layer thicknesses of a plurality of layers arranged
on a surface of a body, wherein preferably said
measurements (410) comprise determining layer
thicknesses of at least one paint and/or coating layer,
preferably a wet paint and/or coating layer.
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